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Abstract E Elastic collisional energy transfer
h Planck's constant

This paper describes the numerical simulation of I Total current
gasdynamic flow in axisymmetric MPD and elec- j Electric current density
trothermal arcjet thrusters using the full Navier- k Boltzman's constant
Stokes equations. The two-fluid model consistently m Particle mass
incorporates viscous shear and dissipation, heat con- M Molecular weight
duction, ambipolar diffusion, Ohmic heating and n Number density
Lorentz acceleration, collisional energy transfer, and ie Net electron production rate
finite rate dissociation and ionization. The set i1H Net atomic hydrogen production rate

of governing equations is solved by MacCormack's N Avogadro's number
time-split explicit method on an arbitrary mesh. p Scalar pressure
Application to MPD thruster modeling is described Q Collision cross section
in detail, and results are presented for a baseline case R Real gas constant
of 30kA total current and a constant area channel 1^ Universal gas constant
of 10cm in length and 2cm in width. The magnetic T Temperature
field distribution is found to be significantly different u Mean flow velocity
from comparable 2D simulations, resulting in con- vB Bohm velocity
centration of the current at the end of the electrodes X mole fraction
and fully ionized flow at the channel exit. The bulk a Ionization fraction
plasma voltage drop is comparable to that found in K Coefficient of thermal conductivity
previous simulations, and viscous heating and col- A Coefficient of viscosity
lisional energy transfer from electrons is found to 0O Permeability of vacuum
raise the gas temperature to more than 2eV, a re- V Collision frequency
suit confirmed by spectroscopic investigation of an 0 Electric potential
experimental MPD thruster of similar dimensions. 4 Viscous dissipation function
Application of this model to the electrothermal arc- p Mass density
jet is also described, with emphasis on the formula- 0 Electrical conductivity, molar concentration
tion of the governing equations. T Viscous stress tensor component

fl Average effective collision integral

Nomenclature

B Magnetic field
Z Random thermal velocity 1 Introduction
c, Specific heat at constant volume

D. Ambipolar diffusion coefficient In order to fully understand the physics of elec-
d,, Ambipolar flux of ions and electrons trothermal and magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) ar-
e Electric proton charge cjet thrusters, it is necessary to accurately model
E Electric field many complex interacting phenomena. Unfortu-
Ei Ionization energy nately the complexity of the equations required ef-
Ed Dissociation energy fectively limits the use of analytic techniques to sim-

*Graduate Student, Member AIAA plified cases, and at present many quantities ofinter-

I Professor, Member AIAA est are not accessible through experimental means in
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the important regions of the thruster. Consequently, and heavy species heat conduction, ambipolar diffu-
numerical simulation has become an important tool sion, Ohmic heating and Lorentz acceleration, colli-
for conducting arcjet thruster research, sional energy transfer between electrons and heavy

Previous numerical modeling has generally fo- species, and finite-rate ionization and recombina-
cused on the development of axisymmetric and 2D tion. The governing equations are derived for an
codes with simplified physics. At the MIT Space axisymmetric geometry, which is the primary design
Power and Propulsion Laboratory, numerical simu- geometry of most experimental MPD devices.
lation of MPD thrusters has progressed from quasi-
1D[15] to 2D[13, 16] models in which the detailed 2.2 Governing Equations
underlying physics have been substantially retained,
yielding insights into the dominant processes and be- The set of governing differential equations for the
havior of the flow. The model developed in this case of magnetoplasmadynamic channel flow is es-
research extends previous work with similarly de- sentially a group of modified Navier-Stokes equa-
tailed physics to simulate an axisymmetric MPD tions. These include an equation of state and equa-
arcjet, and is currently being applied to the mod- tions for the electron and global density, global mo-
eling of lower power electrothermal arcjets as well. mentum, electron and heavy species energy, and the
This paper first presents the model as applied to self-consistent magnetic field.
the case of MPD acceleration, and then the exten- The magnetic field equation is given by
sion to electrothermal arcjets is described. For the
MPD thruster, results are presented for a baseline -B u, B BtB 1 82B B+ ++
geometry and current/mass flow rate condition, and Bt or 8 Z poo0 \ 9r2  8z 2 /
compared to previous work.,

1 /

o2 \r r +  oz z)

2 Model Ba B 1 9B B
+ 0-2 0 +  - = 0 (1)

9r p-oadr Porr 8r Po' 2

2.1 Basic Assumptions and is derived from Maxwell's equations and the gen-
eralized Ohm's Law. For simplicity and to avoid

For the case of MPD thruster modeling, only firstFor the ase of MPD thruster modeling, only first computational difficulties, the unsymmetric Hall ef-ionization of the propellant is considered, and the fect and electron pressure gradient terms have been
feet and electron pressure gradient terms have been

plasma produced is assumed to be macroscopically neglected in this formulation; the effect of these
neutral. Strong coupling is assumed between the terms on the current distribution within the thruster
ions and neutrals, designated together as the heavy is detailed by Niewood[17].
species. This implies that j i- i,, , except for The global density equation is derived by sum-
ambipolar diffusion, and also that T T,, T, ming the three species continuity equations:
Consequently this is a two fluid model which sepa-
rately tracks electron and heavy species quantities, Op O8pu, Opu, pu,
although transport properties can be calculated for at +  r +  8 r = 0 (2)
the ions and neutrals separately and their individ-
ual velocities may be extracted in an approximate For the electron density, the following equation can
sense. The magnetic field is assumed to have a com- be obtained from the ion continuity equation, as-
ponent in the negative 0-direction only, although it suming that ion slip is important only in the radial
may vary in magnitude over the rz-plane. The Hall direction and can be represented by an ambipolarmay vary in magnitude over the rz-plane. Theflux of ions and electrons.
effect has been neglected since the large anode volt- flux of ions and electrons.
age drops it may produce are important only beyond Op, (p, u, + d,,) 8p, u, p,u, + d,,
a threshold power level; below this level the effects t +  Or + z +  = mne
of primary interest in this research can be studied (3)
effectively without the Hall term. Radiative pro- where d,, is the ambipolar flux, given by
cesses are neglected in this model, as their effect on
MPD flows in the regime of this research has been aP e (1 +
shown to be minimal by Sheppard[19]. The working d = -D ; D
fluid for the results presented here is Argon, which 4m, Q, (ne + n 4)
has been widely used in experimental MPD thruster The net rate of ionization, ri,, is calculated by the
investigations. Hinnov-Hirschberg model[l, 7, 14]:

Effects which are incorporated consistently by this
model include viscous shear and dissipation, electron nh = H" = R, (Sn, - n.) (5)
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where The form of the electron energy equation is simi-
R 1.09 x 10 - 20  ( lar, with the differences that viscous effects are ne-

T, glected, and Ohmic heating and the loss of energy
due to net ionization are included as source terms.

S= 1 2rm ,h2 ) (7) . 8 (p,u., + q) 8 ( p., + q,,)

: + 8r 8z

Since no azimuthal velocity is assumed, only two

components of the global momentum equation are Ou,. Oeus _ P.Ue, + qr ,
+p,-+P, - +--E- Egi

required: +P" r -+P z r a
(18)

Op, 8(pu + + - ,,) 8(pu,u, -r,,) The electron velocity is unfolded from the magnetic

S+ r z field through Ampere's law and the definition of cur-

rent density:

put + - i, + r- +
+ Pt= 0 (8) 1 8B 1 B B (19)

38-- -j , - + - (19)
ao Bz 8po Or isor

Opt, + (puu--r,.) +( +P + .- ) ,

8t r + Oz ue., = I - -- = - - (20)
en, ent

+ p ru, - = 0 (9) Finally, an overall equation of state is required for

. closure of the set of governing equations:
The corresponding viscous stress tensor components

in axisymmetric coordinates are P = p, + p. = pR,T, + pR,Te (21)

2 O(6 u, - !t)
2Tr  ( 2 'Or Ou, ur (10) 2.3 Transport Properties

2 (u, 8u, u \ Since this investigation places emphasis on transport

Tee = j ( 2 - - O (11) effects, careful calculation of transport properties is

essential. The electrical conductivity is given by the

2 (2 u, O 8 u _ !t (12) classical result multiplied by a coefficient interpo-
rt  - \ oz r lated from a 12th order Sonine polynomial approxi-

(8, O (1 mation from Mitchner and Kruger[14]:

T. = A - + a(
1 3

)

S= S(T.) en (22)
The heavy species energy equation is mee (neQei + nnQen)

I?+ a ( ptu + q) + (Pgu, + 9qg) This yields a value of a which is valid at an arbitrary

at Or 8z level of ionisation. The electron and heavy species

thermal conductivity coefficients are calculated from

8u, Ou _ Pt + + P + El (14) similar expressions, with an analogous Sonine poly-

+ r +P nomial coefficient for heat conduction. For the heavy

where the heat fluxes and viscous dissipation func- species, however, the transport coefficient is based

tion are given by on a mixture rule which incorporates contributions

Sfrom both neutrals and ions.
, (15) n.T.qg = - '-gT qg" = -"r- nk T

r = S "m 8  (n.Q2 +n Q, ) (23)
,= ((n .i + 

+2+
Or ( z) ) S kT+ n,_ n,

, , IKSm, S Z [n Qnn+nQin + Q+nnQi,]
_ 21 n,2Qt ++ ! ", + 2

(s, O uOL+Z 2 (8ut u t, (16)' (24)

Oaz Or ) 3 8 r 8z r (16 The gas viscosity coefficient is also calculated by a

mixture rule, with the contribution of electrons ne-
The collisional transfer of energy from electrons to glected:

the heavy species is represented by the following ex-

pression: r n, n, 1
P. L,,_ I l nn+.Q.n + + n. Q ]J

E = 3-' (v. + v,,)k(T - T,) (17) V + n(25)
m,
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Collision cross-sections required in the calculation is required in order to damp unwanted numerical
of transport coefficients and collisional processes are oscillations in the fluid equations. This smoothing
given by empirical formulas for collisions involv- is utilised in the axial direction for the density, axial
ing neutrals[10], and by analytical expressions for momentum, and energy equations, and in the radial
charged particle collisions[14]. direction for the radial momentum equation.

3 Numerical Method 3.2 Boundary Conditions

The conditions at the inlet of the thruster are pos-
3.1 Integration Scheme tulated to be essentially those of a flow which has
The governing equations are numerically integrated just been injected through the backplate by a large
using MacCormack's time-split explicit node-based number of evenly spaced jets. The flow is therefore
method[11, 12]. This predictor-corrector method assumed to be subsonic and parallel to the thruster
is second order accurate in both time and space, walls (u, = 0). The mass flow rate and total en-
and has proved an excellent means of solving the thalpy are specified, and the ionization fraction is
compressible Navier-Stokes equations for a variety set to a small value, typically 1 x 10-'. The density
of conditions. The explicit nature of the algorithm is obtained from a downwind finite difference ap-
allows for simpler coding than an implicit scheme proximation to the overall continuity equation, and
because of the complex nature of the source terms the axial velocity is then found from the specified
and boundary conditions, and also provides a means mass flow rate. The inlet electron temperature is
of obtaining time-accurate solutions. The time-split set equal to that of the next inside point, and the
feature allows the solution to be integrated in each heavy species temperature is then found from the
coordinate direction at the maximum allowable time total enthalpy. The inlet magnetic field is specified
step, thus decreasing computer execution time. as a function of r in order to produce the correct

An empirical formula developed by MacCormack total applied current through the relation
and Baldwin[12] is utilized to calculate the integra-
tion time steps for the fluid equations. For the mag- Bo(r) = o (29)
netic field equation, basic stability theory is applied 2
to arrive at time step constraints. In each case, the The boundary conditions at the outlet of the chan-
calculated time step is multiplied by a fractional co- nel depend on whether the exit flow is subsonic or
efficient to account for the effect of source terms and supersonic. In both cases the electron temperature
nonlinearities. The time accuracy of the solution is is set equal to that of the next inside point, and it
maintained so long as the same time step is used for is postulated that no current passes outside the exit
all grid points and the sums of the time steps in each plane of the thruster, so that B = 0. If the flow
coordinate direction are equal. In addition, consis- is supersonic at a point on the exit plane, then the
tency is satisfied provided the integration sequence is remaining quantities are set equal to their values at
symmetric with respect to coordinate direction. To the next inside grid point, with the exception of the
illustrate this we define one-dimensional difference pressure and the heavy species temperature. In this
operators as follows: case, the total pressure at the outlet is given by

U + = L (At~)U (26) B. 1,

U + 1 = L,(At,)U, (27)

Since the time restriction in the radial direction is a n d t h e g a s temperature is then determined from the
other known quantities. If the flow is subsonic, thengreater than that in the axial direction, the consis- . ,
the exit pressure is set equal to some small value andtent sequence of operations employed in this research the eite

is the density and axial velocity are given by Riemann
invariants. The remaining quantities at a subsonic

+ r At m  At 1" outlet are then calculated as in the supersonic case.
U I  = L,() L(At) L,(-m )  UJ (28) At the thruster walls viscous no-slip conditions

are imposed on the axial and radial fluid velocities
where m is an integer calculated before each time (u, = u, = 0). The electron temperature is set
integration to maintain consistency, and At is the equal to that of the next inside grid point, and the
minimum calculated time step in the axial direction, heavy species temperature is held constant at a low
Although MacCormack's method contains some in- value, in this case 500°K. For the boundary condi-
herent dissipation, additional numerical smoothing tion on electron density at each electrode, a balance
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is postulated between the flux of ions arriving at the 4 Results
wall by ambipolar diffusion, and the flux of ions ar-
riving by virtue of their thermal energy at the Bohm Representative results of the numerical simulation

velocity (vt): are presented by examining a baseline case defined

dn (31) by the parameters in Table 1.
D, = n, V (31)

Electrode length 10.0cm
where Electrode separation 2.0cm

D k (T + T) (32) Cathode radius 5.2cm
V m Anode inner radius 7.2cm

This boundary condition neglects the internal effects Total current 30kA

of plasma sheaths and the voltage drops which are Inlet magnetic field 0.083-0.115T

present there, typically on the order of 10V. Also Mass flow rate 5.5g/s

omitted is any treatment of the thermionic emission Table Parameters for MPD Thruster Baseline
of electrons which occurs at the "hot" regions of thease
cathode. Application of the radial overall momen-
tum equation at the walls provides the approximate The geometry of the model thruster was chosen
condition to closely represent that of an experimental MPD

d(p+ 0 (33) thruster previously tested by Heimerdinger et.al.[6,
dr 8]. A diagram of a typical coaxial MPD thruster is

where inertial and viscous terms have been ne- shown in Figure 1. The Heimerdinger thruster was

glected. The neglect of the electron pressure and similarly designed, but with a constant separation

Hall terms in the magnetic field equation allows the between the anode and cathode, and a 90° corner

value of the wall magnetic field to be set equal to at the anode tip. For simplicity the computational

that of the next inside point along the electrodes, region was extended beyond the end of the electrodes

and to zero along the insulating sections. Given the by adding a region of the same width with insulating

above conditions, the remaining flow quantities can walls. Sufficient resolution was obtained with a 90 x

be determined at each wall boundary. 40 (z x r) mesh, exponentially concentrated at the
thruster walls and the inlet in order to resolve the

steep gradients associated with those regions.
3.3 Procedure Magnetic field contours for the baseline case are

Once the initial conditions of the flow have been shown in Figure 2 along with contours from previ-

specified, the solution is calculated numerically as ous quasi-lD and 2D numerical simulations[13, 15].

follows. First, the time steps are calculated for the Note that in each contour plot the anode is at the top

overall and heavy species equations at all grid points and the cathode is at the bottom of the figure. Fig-

in each direction from stability criteria. The most ure 3 plots axial distributions of the magnetic field

restrictive axial time step is chosen as the time inter- along the cathode, midchannel, and anode for quan-

val for the current integration step, and these equa- titative comparison. The effect of the axisymmetry

tions are integrated according to Time-Split Mac- can be seen as a skewing of the contours of B due

Cormack's Method. Next, the electron density and to the inlet boundary condition 8 = 0. The cur-

energy equations are integrated based on their indi- rent contours, however, found by plotting the quan-

vidual stability restrictions, and maintaining consis- tity rB, remain for the most part perpendicular to

tency with the previously determined time interval, the electrodes, as shown in Figure 4. The slanting

The electron equations are integrated separately be- of the magnetic field results in a larger current con-

cause the associated stability criteria can be up to centration near the end of the electrodes, as shown

ten times more restrictive than for the overall flow in Figure 5, which was not present in previous sim-

equations. Because of similarly restrictive stabil- ulations which neglected axisymmetric effects. The

ity criteria, the magnetic field equation is also in- consequence of this region of high current density

tegrated separately in order to save computational is that the flow becomes fully ionized near the end

time. This system of equations is then repeatedly of the electrodes, and excess Ohmic heating at that

integrated until either a specified number of iter- point raises the electron temperature to the order of

ations has been reached or the solution is consid- 3eV. Figures 6 through 9 present line and contour

ered converged. Computations were performed on plots of T, and a. Note that in the line plot of the

a DECStation 5000 microcomputer using the Ultrix ionization fraction the data for the electrode lines

operating system. are taken from the first point inside each electrode
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boundary, since the wall boundary condition on p, lant, so that the only reaction needed is
produces a significantly lower wall electron density
which is less representative of the state of the flow H2 ; 2H (34)
near the walls. Ambipolar diffusion contributes sub-
stantially to the broad radial distribution of a, espe- Finite rate dissociation is incorporated by analogy
cially near the anode where the electron temperature to the finite rate ionization process modeled in the
is low. electron MPD flow equations. The narrower width

Contours of the heavy species temperature are of particularly the constrictor region of the elec-
plotted in Figure 10. The gas temperature is raised trothermal arcjet, as compared to the MPD thruster,
to nearly 29, 000*K just beyond the end of the elec- implies that radial diffusion may be an important
trodes, mainly through collisional energy transfer transport mechanism. Consequently, radial slip ve-
from electrons and viscous dissipation. A similarly locity terms are retained in the heavy species energy
high exit heavy species temperature was observed in equation and in the equation which models the disso-
previous MPD thruster experiments[8, 9], which in ciation process. These slip velocities are calculated
this research is primarily a consequence of choked by solving approximations of the species continuity
flow at the end of the electrodes. The rapid ax- and radial momentum equations. Finally, in prac-
ial increase in gas temperature and electron density tice it is found that the addition of an azimuthal
produces a strong adverse pressure gradient over the "swirl" component to the injected propellant veloc-
bulk of the channel, illustrated in Figure 11, which ity is important in stabilizing and constricting the
works against the Lorentz acceleration of the propel- arc. Therefore an additional velocity component u#
lant by the self-magnetic field. As a result, the flow is included which is invariant in the 0-direction due
velocity is reduced and reaches a maximum of only to axial symmetry, but which may vary as a function
4050m/s at the channel exit, as shown in Figure 12. of r and z.

For the baseline case, a thrust of 26.1N was
achieved at an efficiency of 37%. The bulk plasma 5.2 Governing Equations
voltage drop was 6.3V, which is within 10% of that
found by Niewood in similar numerical modeling The electric potential equation is derived by com-
which includes the Hall effect[17]. Incorporating the biing the equations j = E + pVp. and V. j = 0,
anode voltage drop produced by the Hall effect in the where (W = m._ .. ,) and assuming a potential of
calculation of the efficiency may result in a substan- the form E = -V4'.
tially lower value, depending on whether this case
is above or below the threshold for anode depletion. + + + !L
An estimate of the power lost through the anode 8t 8r 8z
due to ambipolar diffusion and gas heat conduction
yields a value of 2.6% for the former and 5.8% for + (, (,) + = 0 (35)
the latter. r

where

0, =j (36)5 Electrothermal Arcjet Model O4 = i = - = = - (36)

5.1 Basic Assumptions B = P = -' (37)
or Oz

The formulation described in Section 3 for MPD The overall continuity equation, obtained by sum-
thruster modeling can be easily applied to the elec- ming the four individual species equations for H2 , H,
trothermal arcjet case. Similar assumptions are ions, and electrons, and the electron density equa-
made with respect to the viscous and diffusive ef- tion are identical to those of the MPD model (Eqns.
fects, collisional energy transfer, heavy species cou- 2,3). The additionally required atomic hydrogen
pling, nonequilibrium ionization, and Ohmic heat- continuity equation is given by
ing. Due to the lower power level of of the elec-
trothermal case, however, the self-magnetic field OPH OPHsU, 8pH VH, Opsv
may be neglected. Instead, an electric potential + Or Oz
equation is formulated from which the current dis-
tribution may be extracted. In addition, since most P (, + V ) ( - ) (38)
gases of interest in arcjets are polyatomic, the disso- r
ciation process must also be effectively modeled. For where VH, is the radial slip velocity of hydrogen
simplicity hydrogen was chosen as the initial propel- atoms with respect to the mean flow velocity, and
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isH is the net rate of production of atomic hydro- dissociation, the dissipation function now includes a

gen, calculated by the Arrhenius-type reaction rate us velocity component,

formula[18]

4 [ 2 1 + f 2, \ + 2 ( _, 2

h = A*T exp Ig- B ( H aH + Br, \H,)

+ !!L+8
ffT 8z Or Or  r

x H, - d,- (39) 1I. On 2 lOu, Ot, u,\I
+ -+ + (46)

with the appropriate constants A, B, n, r, and \ 3 r\ B z )

K,(T). Here oH, and aO are the respective H2 and and certain pressure terms are modified due to the
H molar concentrations. presence of both atomic and diatomic species:

Due to the existence of the swirl velocity in the

0-direction, three overall momentum equations are 3 5
required: P0 = -Pg Imon.tomic + Pg laitomic (47)

Opu, O(puf +p - r,,) 6(pu, u - r,.) p,, c +5 7 (48)
+ + Oz Ps=  - m. neoni, +31° Id,tomd, (48)

Ot Or Oz 
2  2

The electron energy equation is given by Equation

pu+ - pu0 - ,' + T = 0 (40) 18, and the electron velocity is again unfolded from

r the current density via Equation 20. Finally, the

Opue O(pu,u* - Tr,) +(pueuz - 9T,) overall equation of state for the arcjet model is

p Or= z p pj = n,kT, + nkT, (49)
+2 p u  - =0 (41) j i

p, + O(PU, U - r,,) +(pUt + p- 2,) 5.3 Transport Properties

SOz Because of the multicomponent nature of the gas in

+ puru, - Tz = 0 (42) the electrothermal arcjet case, even with hydrogen
r  as a propellant the equations for the transport prop-

where the additional viscous stress tensor compo- erties become more complex than the MPD case. In

nents resulting from the presence of the swirl veloc- addition, since data are more readily available for

ity are hydrogen in the form of collision integrals, a formula-

(8ues u (43) tion of the transport coefficients based on these inte-
S \ r grals rather than on collision cross-sections is imple-

mented. The kinetic theory of multicomponent gases

, = p8u (44) has been rigorously applied to the calculation of

-z transport coefficients by Curtiss and Hirschfelder[3],
The heavy species energy equation is similar to and the formulation here follows their work.

that of the MPD case For the electrical conductivity, a first order ap-

P (Pu + qg) Ou, O, proximation by Grier[5] to the rigorous kinetic the-

O (Pru + q,) p,(P +,) -- +p - ory has been chosen for use in this research:
~t 9r 8z r Bz

8 f5 3 3 ) = -
+ T -2 H'g, + PHVH, + 2 PH+ VH+

,+ qg, OVH VH, OVH+ 3 Vr2 +ek2 (

+ + p, + PH a + PH+ o - 16 mk.+ , + z _-

IPH V rH ap V, p+gP+V+, where the zj are mole fractions and the nij are av-

S+ = +E-EiH erage effective collision integrals. The variable A is

(45) a more complicated function of mole fractions and

with the exceptions that the hydrogen species radial additional collision integrals.

slip velocities are included, a source term is incor- The gas coefficient of viscosity is calculated based

porated which accounts for the loss of energy due to on a mean free path mixture formula, which is a

7
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function of the collision integrals and the species 5.4 Application
number densities and pure viscosities[14].number densities and pure viscosities[14]. The electrothermal arcjet model described above is

nHr , 2  currently being applied to the simulation of a 10kW
S/ .) class hydrogen arcjet, with a geometry similar to
nH, + nH Wa2i ' that of the German TT1 thruster[4]. The grid and

geometry of this thruster are shown in Figure 13. A

nHPH transformation of the governing equations to ( - T7
S-( 2 .') 7.2) natural coordinates is necessary in order to apply

an + n,-- njj-(/ + 2n B + the numerical method to the arbitrary geometry of
Figure 13; however due to the complex nature of the

+ n++ (52) resulting equations these are not presented here.
+ +(

5 2 )

nH+ + 2ng, yj 1

- + 6 Conclusions
where the pure viscosities are given to lowest order
by the following expression: A method has been presented for conducting nu-

merical simulations of axisymmetric MPD and elec-

MT trothermal arcjet thrusters. The model used in-
Pj = 2.6693 x 10 - 2  (53) corporates physical processes including viscous and

Sdiffusive effects, collisional energy transfer, and
nonequilibrium dissociation and ionisation. Appli-

Electron and heavy species thermal conductivity co- cation of the method to the baseline MPD thruster
efficients are calculated based on similar mean free case demonstrates the effect of these processes and
path arguments and mixture rules: the axisymmetric formulation on the flow behav-

K ior and thruster performance. Axisymmetry causes
a = (54) skewing of the magnetic field lines and an increased

(1 + v/)nH+ + I/ng 52; current concentration at the end of the electrodes.
WT This current concentration leads to full ionization

S H before the exit of the thruster and electron and gas
C = .3) temperatures on the order of 3eV. For the long, nar-

nH2 + nHg row channel of the baseline case, a substantial ad-
verse pressure gradient is developed which retards

narK the flow velocity and increases collisional coupling
+ () 2.) between electrons and heavy species.

nH + ngi2  3 , + inH+ These results demonstrate the importance of in-
cluding axisymmetric effects and the aforementioned

nH+ CH+ () physical processes when modeling MPD thrusters.
'+ (2,2) There are additional topics which still need to be

n 2+ + _niH T addressed, however, especially the role of the Hall
+-i+ and pressure gradient terms in determining the dis-

Here the pure thermal conductivities are given by tribution of the self-magnetic field. One major result
Euken's relation of the Hall effect is the creation of a voltage drop on

the order of 5-10V near the anode[17]. This voltage
. 15 ( -4, 3+ (56) drop appears to be significant only above a thresh-
S 4 M \15 A 5 old current level, however, and thruster operation

much beyond this threshold is undesirable, so that
where 8, equals iA for monatomic gases and RA for neglect of the Hall term may be justified for many
diatomic gases. simulations of practical interest. On the experimen-

Collision integrals required in the calculation of tal side, methods need to be developed for measur-
transport coefficients are interpolated as a function ing additional flow properties, such as the ionisa-
of temperature from data by Belov[2], Grier[5], and tion fraction, and at more points in the thruster, so
Vanderslice et.al.[20]. The accuracy of the above that adequate comparisons to the results of numer-
approximate formulas for the transport coefficients ical models can be made. Finally, the prediction of
was verified by comparison to previous, more de- fully ionized flow at the exit of the channel suggests
tailed work for hydrogen in thermal and ionizational that instabilities, particularly the electrothermal in-
equilibrium. stability, may be present in this region and therefore
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Figure 1: Self-Field Coaxial MPD Thruster Diagram

Figure 4: Magnetic Field Axial Line Plot
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Figure 2: Magnetic Field Comparison: Quasi-lD,
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Figure 3: Electric Current Contours Figure 6: Electron Temperature Axial Line Plot
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Figure 7: Electron Temperature Contour Plot Figure 10: Heavy Species Temperature Contour Plot
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Figure 13: Geometry and Mesh for Electrothermal
Arcjet Numerical Simulation
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